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Eaglet News
This week in Nursery we began looking at a new Power of Reading
text, Naughty Bus. This lovely book begins with a little boy opening a
present, so we were very happy to receive our own present, which
we then used our inference to guess what was inside. We were
delighted to unwrap our own class ‘Naughty Bus’, which has been
getting up to all sorts of mischief in the classroom this week!
This week in Reception we have been enjoying reading our new
Power of Reading book So Much by Trish Cook. The book is about a
family who have a surprise birthday party for their Daddy. We had
so much fun acting out our own birthday parties! Our teachers
have been super impressed with our adding and subtracting this
week as we have been using key words such as first, then and now
to help us work out addition and subtraction sums.

Upcoming Events
5th March – World Book Day
Children can come to school
dressed as a book character

Stars of the week
Nursery – Ivana

RA – Niamh

Reminders
Teddy Bears (Reception)
A letter went out to Reception parents today about Reception children
bringing in a teddy bear next week to have with during snack time.
Please see letter for more information.

Stanley’s stick (Reception)
Please can all children in Reception bring in a stick for next week’s
literacy.

RC – Helena

Tapestry Corner

We love seeing your children’s home learning
via their Tapestry online journals.
This week, please share with us photos, videos
and comments about any cultural celebrations
you and your family share. You can talk about
family parties or routines.
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Reception
Our learning
This week in pictures

We have been busy shopping for items for a birthday party.
Children have loved talking about their birthdays and role playing
parties.
Next week
Physical development
We will be considering how to keep safe when playing with different equipment.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be reading the Power of Reading text: ‘Stanley’s Stick’ by John Hedgley.
Mathematics
We will be looking at numbers within 15.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be using different material to make toys out of junk modelling.
Understanding the World
We will thinking about our school values in circle time.
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Nursery
Our learning
This week in pictures

We’re beginning to learn how to use tools at Forest School – this
week, a vegetable peeler!
Next week
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be exploring road signs and maps as we continue to learn through our
text, Naughty Bus.
Mathematics
We will exploring ordinal numbers.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be painting buses.
Understanding the World
We will have a visit from a taxi driver and her taxi.
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